
HL Project: The Worldly Philosophers 
 
The Worldly Philosophers, 7th ed., by Robert Heilbroner (ISBN: 978-0-684-86214-9) is an engaging, readable 
text that explains where many of the concepts and ideas that have become “mainstream” economic theory today 
come from. You should check out a copy from the Central HS library before you leave for summer break. 
To complete this project, you will need to do the following: 
1) Check the book out from the Central HS Library and read it. For each chapter (not counting the intro chapter), 
identify short passages which seem to have stated a significant idea or a main theme in the chapter. Choose two 
per chapter. Copy these passages into a notebook or document and write a sentence or two about what you think 
of the ideas. This notebook/file will be taken up on Friday, September 14th. Please note that this is not a book 
you can read over a weekend – start early and make steady progress through the summer. 

2) Choose one of the thinkers described in the book and do some additional research into that person's life and 
works. Shoot for at least three not-Wikipedia sources. One of these should be an original work by the author. 
Your mission is to create a project that explains and evaluates what you take to be this author's most important 
contribution to economic thought. Your project can take any form, including: typed report, epic poem, original 
song, audio podcast, video podcast, manga, painting, cartoon. This project is due September 14th. 

There will also be a bonus badge opportunity for anyone willing to take a photograph of themselves reading the 
Worldly Philosophers in an “unconventional” location. Ten points for everyone who participates, plus a bonus 
five for the most creative photo. Digital photos must be submitted by Friday, September 14th. 
 
 
 


